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Samsung EJ-PT870 stylus pen 8 g Bronze

Brand : Samsung Product code: EJ-PT870BAEGEU

Product name : EJ-PT870

EJ-PT870BAEGEU

Samsung EJ-PT870 stylus pen 8 g Bronze:

The biggest leap in S Pen
Completely made over for a comfortable, solid grip, S Pen also has ultra low latency so there's little lag
between what you think and do. It's S Pen's biggest leap in responsiveness, giving you a true writing
experience. Then when you're done, magnetically attach it to the back of your Tab.

Control your tablet remotely
S Pen lets you snap photos, turn up the volume or change slides in a presentation, all without touching
your tablet. Take control with the pre-set actions or customise the gestures and button pushes for an
intuitive experience. Simply move your hand or push a button to put your tablet to work.
Samsung EJ-PT870. Device compatibility: Tablet, Brand compatibility: Samsung, Product colour: Bronze.
Weight: 8 g

Features

Device compatibility * Tablet
Brand compatibility * Samsung
Compatibility Galaxy Tab S7, Galaxy Tab S7+

Features

Suitable for touchscreen type Capacitive
Product colour * Bronze

Weight & dimensions

Weight 8 g
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